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VIEWING CONDITIONS FOR FILM REVIEW THEATRES 

SUMMARY 

This report describes viewing conditions for film review theatres used to 
appraise film for television purposes or for accurate colour grading. The advan
tages of conventional projection (e.g. simplicity, high resolution and shadow 
detail) are preserved. The addition of a large illuminated surround of suitable 
brightness and colour temperature to the projection screen goes a long way to
wards subjectively removing the effects of the very different viewing conditions 
of the cinema and television in the home. Moreover, the presence of the large 
illuminated surround produces a pleasant working environment. A picture high
light luminance of 17 ft-Lamberts (182 asb)* combined with a surround illuminated 
to 5% ft-Lamberts (RO asb) is recommended. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Television presentation of colour film often results 
in somewhat poorer colour quality than would have 
been expected from an appraisal made using con
ventional optical projection and it is now accepted 
that fi Im viewed in an otherwise dark room does not 
give a reliable indication of the appearance of that 
film as viewed on a correctly adjusted television 
system. Many of the discrepancies may be explained 
by examining the subjective effects of the widely 
diverse viewing conditions. 

In the case of colour television. the displayed 
picture is relatively small. balanced for a colour 
temperature of 65000 K and normally viewed with con
siderable ambient light in familiar surroundings. The 
field of view takes in not only the television screen 
but also other objects in the room which therefore 
provide a constant reference. This makes it relatively 
easy to perceive small colour casts or other errors of 
reproduction in the picture. 

However. in the cinema the environment is dark 
and the picture is usually considerably less bright 

* 1 apostilb (asb) = 0.3183 candela/m
2 

(nit) 
= 0.0929 foot.Lamberts (ft.L) 

(PH.44) 

than a televi sion picture. Consequently the eye dark
adapts. Subjective tests. for example those carried 
out by Bartleson and Breneman. 1,2 show that one of 
the effects of a dark surround is to decrease the 
apparent gamma of the displayed picture. while in 
normal television viewing this tendency is much less 
marked. Hence fi Ims made for the cinema have a 
higher gamma than is desirable for television. There 
are a number of papers dealing with thissubject. 2,3,4,5 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

Experiments were conducted to establish how the 
conventional film review theatre might be modified to 
increase the sensitivity of the viewer to errors of 
colour balance or excessive contrast which become 
obvious when the film is presented by television. 

Various screen sizes and degrees of ambient 
lighting were tried but it was found that a satisfactory 
way of bringing about a significant change from the 
very tolerant conditions of the darkened cinema was 
to fill the whole field of view of the observer with an 
illuminated surface of brightness related to the bright
ness of the picture and matching in colour temperature 
the white point of the projection system to a tolerance 
of (say) ± 150o K. 
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Rg. 1 - Experimental film review screen 

An impression of the effect of the experimental 
illuminated surround is shown in Fig. 1, while Figs. 
2 and 3 show some detai Is of its physical construc
tion. Rear illumination of an opal perspex surround is 
preferable to front illumination since the latter runs 
the risk of flare light spoiling the contrast of the pic
ture. In Fig. 2 the opal perspex surround is shown 
slid back to reveal four 2ft (610mm) fluorescent tubes, 
havi ng a colour temperature of 6500o K, mounted on 
the rear side of a wooden blockboard centre-piece 
immediately behind the screen area. The I ight is 
reflected by aluminized hardboard reflectors on to the 
back of the perspex surround. Production models of 
the film review screen use cold-cathode light sources 
instead of the fluorescent tubes shown in Fig. 2. 

A lenticular aluminized-plastic screen material 
was used for the tests: this was moderately direc
tional, had a gain of about two-and-a-half compared 
with a matt-white surface and gave good discrimina
tion against ambient light. It was, however, too direc
tional for most reviewtheatres and a matt-white screen 

was eventually chosen. 

In the experiments the luminance of the surround 
was varied by means of a silicon-controlled-rectifier 
dimmer designed to keep the colour temperature of the 
light given by the fluorescent tubes constant. A 
'turret' of neutral-density filters was fitted in front of 
the lens of a 35 mm sI ide projector so that the picture 
brightness could be altered; the projector was colour 
temperature corrected to 6500o K. 

Eighteen ski lied technical observers were used, 
in panels of not more than six, for each test and were 
seated between four and six times picture height. 
They were then asked to assess 'V i ewi ng Qua I ity', on 
the EBU six-point scale ranging from 'Excellent' 
(Grade 1) to 'Very Poor' (Grade 6), for a large number 
of presentations (720) of various picture brightnesses 
combi ned with various surround brightnesses. Movi ng 
pictures from a 16 mm xenon-arc projector fitted with 
a cal ibrated iris were also used forthese experiments. 



Fig. 2- Rear illumination details 

3. RESULTS 

This first main test was concerned with establish
ing the preferred picture luminance when the surround 
was illuminated to the level which the experiments 
had indicated to be most suited to the given picture 
lumi nance. I n the total of 720 grad ings, the observers 
rated picture viewing quality for different levels of 
picture highlight brightness. Using for each level the 
most suitable surround illumination. the results are 
shown in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1 

Picture Highlight Best Obtainable Mean 
Luminance EBU Grade (Qual ity Scale) 

ft-Lamberts Apostilbs 

3 32 4·8 

5 54 4·2 

8 86 2·9 

11 118 2·6 

14 150 2.0 

17 182 1·9 
20 215 1.9 

22 237 2.2 

30 324 2.8 
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Fig. 3 - Experimental film review screen dimensions 

Very dim (3ft-Lamberts. 32 asb) pictures were 
conSistently graded as rather poor. Even with a 
suitably illuminated surround, the picture highlight 
luminance had to be a minimum of 14ft-Lamberts 
(150 asb) before the presentation was graded as 'Good' 
(grade 2) but if it exceeded 20ft-Lamberts (215 asb) 
the grading became worse. The surround luminance 
was found to affect the grading given by the observers 
but the picture luminance was the more important 
parameter in determining the excellence of the presen
tation. 

The result of plotting subjective viewing quality 
against picture highlight luminance for three different 
values of surround luminance (12ft-Lamberts (129 
asb), 8 ft-Lamberts (86 asb). 5·5 ft-Lamberts (60 asb)) 
is shown in Fig. 4. The best qual ity presentat ions as 
judged by the eighteen observers were clearly those 
where the highl ight lumi nance lay between 14 and 
20ft-Lamberts (150 to 215 asb). The highest gradings 
were given when the surround luminance was 5·5 ft
Lamberts (60 asb) and, although for the sake of clarity 
it is not shown in this figure, the subjective grading 
again became worse when the surround luminance was 
reduced to I ess than 5 ft-Lamberts (54 asb). 
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4. FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

An experiment was conducted to assess the effect 
of the illuminated surround on the perception of small 
colour casts in the film. The 16mm film projector was 
set up to an open-gate brightness of 42 ft-Lamberts 
(450 asb), corresponding to a picture white of about 
17 ft-Lamberts (182 asb). It proved very difficult 
to obtain a 16 mm film of sufficient length completely 
free of small colour casts and so several separate 
lengths of good qual ity f i I m of typical programme mat
erial were used. The observers were fi rst shown 
scenes from the films in a brief adaption period to 
become accustomed to the viewing conditions and the 
general quality to be expected; during this period 
instructions were given. They were asked to assess 
the impairment to the colour picture due to a yellow 
cast which would be artificially produced by placing 
weak yellow gelat in fi Iters over the projector lens. 
An extreme example was demonstrated and it was 
made clear that sometimes only a 'control' neutral
density filter would be used. 

Sequences of film werethen projected convention
ally in the dark, each test being of about 20 to 30 
seconds duration, and the observers were asked to 
assess the impairment due to the yellow cast. The 
tests were then repeated with the same observers, but 
with the illuminated surround switched on. This 
experiment involved a total of 1176 observat ions. 

-.---. .., >-. -.-.- .... ?--._-_. in thcz dark 

"--.--1 ---.--. 
with 5~ ft- L 

(60 a sb) surrourd 

5 10 15 
strczngth of colaur cast (Wrattczn filtczrs) 

Fig. 5 - Subjective visibility of a weak yellow cast 
Impairment scale 
1. Imperceptible 
2. Just Perceptible 
3. Definitely Perceptible 

Peak picture luminance 
17 ft-L( 182 asb) 

20ccY 

Fig. 5 shows how the observers' perception of 
the colour cast was increased when the surround was 
illuminated. The assessments made in the dark in
dicate that even a 20cc yellow Wratten filter* prod
uces a colour cast which is barely perceptible (about 
grade 1.7) in the absence of any reference. With the 
surround illuminated at 5'hft-Lamberts (60 asb), how
ever, a greater percentage of the assessments fell 
in the 'Definitely Perceptible' category; the mean 
grade was 2.3, on the impairment scale. 

'" A 20 cc filter has an equivalent neutral density of 0·2. 

A further test was then made with the surround 
illuminated to 10·3ft-Lamberts (110 asb). It was 
found that the subjective effects of a filter of only 
10 cc yellow became equivalent to those of the 20 cc 
yellow filter used previously, indicating that a brighter 
surround further enhances observers' perception of a 
small colour cast; however, it should be borne in 
mind that a very bright surround might prove tiring 
and could probably be tolerated only for relatively 
short viewing sessions. 
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Fig. 6 - Preferred su"ound luminance ratio vs. peak picture 
brightness 

All the experiments were repeated usi ng a screen 
with a smaller surround of about four-and-a-half times 
the picture area, as compared with the large surround 
of nine times picture area. Similar results were 
obtained. Fig. 6 shows that the preferred surround 
luminance, plotted as a ratio of peak picture lumin
ance had to be si ightly higher for the smaller surround 
when the maximum picture luminance was less than 
20ft-Lamberts (215 asb). Summarizing, in the pre
ferred range of picture luminances, the observers 
required a smaller surround to be brighter for it to 
have the same effect. 

5. CONFIRMATORY EXPERIMENT 

From these data, it appears that optimum viewing 
condit ions correspond to a picture white of about 
17 ft-Lamberts (182 asb), given by an open gate bright
ness of 42 ft-Lamberts (450 asb), with a large surround 
illuminated to about 5'hft-Lamberts (60 asb). 

To confirm this result two projectors were set up 
to give this value of picture brightness; one was a 
35mm 'still' slide projector, the other a 16mm cine 
projector. Tests were carried out using various values 
of surround luminance and the observers assessed, 
according to their own individual preferences, the 
brightness of the surround with respect to the picture 
on a six-point scale. The result is seen in Fig. 7. 
This result confirmed that for a picture white bright
ness of 17 ft-Lamberts (182 asb) the optimum bright
ness of the surround is 5·5 ft-Lamberts (60 asb), 
with the screen and surround sizes given. At this 
value the surround was judged on average to be neither 
too bright nor too dim with respect to the picture. 
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Fig. 7 - Bright/dim scale grade vs. su"ound luminance 

6. AMBIENT LIGHT 

The presence of ambient light in the review room 
is not as a rule desirable when an illuminated surround 
is used. Where there is no illuminated surround, the 
reflection of ambient light from room surfaces may 
assist in filling the field of view of the eye, and thus 
give si ightly changed appraisal conditions, but it 
inevitably degrades the contrast in the projected 
picture. The amount of ambient light necessary to 
create the equ ivalent of an illuminated surround 
reduces the picture contrast to a useless level and 
this approach is not successful. Some users might 
find it useful to have a very small amount of ambient 
lighting available to reduce the picture contrast for 
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local appraisal requirements but optical flare in the 
projector usually gives sufficient illumination of the 
shadows to approximate the conditions found in a 
modern colour television display. 

7. RF=COMMENOATION 

It IS recommended that a picture white of 17 ± 2 ft
Lamberts (182 ± 22 asb) should be used. This cor
responds to an open-gate brightness of 42 ft-Lamberts 
(450 asb). A surround luminance of 5.5 ± 0.5ft-Lam
berts (60 ± 6 asb) is recommended and this should 
match in colour temperature the light reflected from 
the projection screen to within 150o K. (Separate 
recommendations exist concerning the colour temp
erature of light refl ected from the project i on screen. 
This value is usually given as 54000K ± 4000K but 
the white-point of colour television is 0 6500 , Pro
jectors containing xenon-arc light sources normally 
have a colour temperature of between 60000K and 
65000K so they are very suitable for the appraisal of 
televisi on fi Ims and the surround should be matched 
to the projector rather than to any absolute value 
which, in the range 53000K to 6500o K, is relatively 
uni mportant.) 

Under these conditions, the perception of a 
yellow colour cast in projected colour pictures is 
heightened significantly. This can be heightened 
still further by increasing the surround brightness but 
it is doubtful whether this would be tolerated for 
viewing sessions of long duration. 

Fig. 8 - Review theatre, Villiers House, Ealing 
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The recommended viewing conditions have been 
implemented in a BBC review theatre at Villiers 
House, Ealing. Fig. 8 shows the installation which 
incorporates two projection screens with a common 
illuminated surround. 
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